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Gravitational Waves 2

accelerating 
matter

oscillation in 
space-time
curvature

Propagation

A perturbation of ~Minkowski space-time
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• Near flat spacetime, metric η is corrected by h (relative correction in time2 or length2)

• “trace-reversed perturbation” satisfies wave eqn, sourced by energy and momentum

• Leading multipole radiation is mass quadrupole (analogous to Electric Quadrupole)

• Magnitude is very very small

Linearized Einstein’s Equations 3

 hµν = −16πTµν

T00: energy density,  T01,02,03: momentum density,  T11,12,...33: stress

analogous to EM:  Aµ = 4π Jµ

Total mass of 5M⨀ colliding at v~0.3c, at VIRGO cluster: h ~ 3×10-21

 
h ~
Q
d
~ ML

2Ω2

d
~ Mv

2

d

gµν = ηµν + hµν ,ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν

1 m away from the most powerful H-bombs tested (2×1017J): h ~ 10-27  
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Evidence of Gravitational Waves

• Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar discovered in 1974
• Two 1.4 M⨀ neutron stars orbiting around each 

other with period 7.75h, one emitting radio pulses
• Energy carried away by GW causing orbital 

period to shrink 
• Current GW frequency (twice orbital freq): 71µHz
• Orbital decay will cause merger in 300M years 

(GW frequency will reach 10Hz - kHz during 
merger, the final several minutes)

4

[Weisberg 2004]

estimated merger rate
20 - 1000/Myr
in Milky Way

[e.g., Kalogera et al 2004]
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Sources of Gravitational Waves 5

Gravitational Wave Detection by Interferometry (Ground and Space) 9

3 Detection of Gravitational Waves

Gravitational waves are most simply thought of as ripples in the curvature of space-time, their e↵ect
being to change the separation of adjacent masses on Earth or in space; this tidal e↵ect is the basis
of all present detectors. Gravitational wave strengths are characterised by the gravitational-wave
amplitude h, given by

h =
2�L

L

, (1)

where �L is the change in separation of two masses a distance L apart; for the strongest-allowed
component of gravitational radiation, the value of h is proportional to the third time derivative of
the quadrupole moment of the source of the radiation and inversely proportional to the distance
to the source. The radiation field itself is quadrupole in nature and this shows up in the pattern
of the interaction of the waves with matter.

The problem for the experimental physicist is that the predicted magnitudes of the amplitudes
or strains in space in the vicinity of the Earth caused by gravitational waves even from the most
violent astrophysical events are extremely small, of the order of 10–21 or lower [273, 272]. Indeed,
current theoretical models on the event rate and strength of such events suggest that in order to
detect a few events per year – from coalescing neutron-star binary systems, for example, an ampli-
tude sensitivity close to 10–22 over timescales as short as a millisecond is required. If the Fourier
transform of a likely signal is considered it is found that the energy of the signal is distributed
over a frequency range or bandwidth, which is approximately equal to 1/timescale. For timescales
of a millisecond the bandwidth is approximately 1000 Hz, and in this case the spectral density of
the amplitude sensitivity is obtained by dividing 10–22 by the square root of 1000. Thus, detector
noise levels must have an amplitude spectral density lower than ' 10–23 Hz–1/2 over the frequency
range of the signal. Signal strengths at the Earth, integrated over appropriate time intervals, for
a number of sources are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Some possible sources for ground-based and space-borne detectors.

Living Reviews in Relativity
http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2011-5

merging neutron stars/black holes
rotating aspherical neutron stars

collapsing stars
stochastic background

merging supermassive black holes
smaller BHs falling into supermassive BHs

binaries with larger separations
stochastic background
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Ground-Based Detectors
• How do we detect gravitational waves on the earth?

- Effect of GW in a “small region” (compared with wavelength)
- Optical Interferometry with short arms
- Quantum enhancement on the ground
- Limitations of GW detection on the ground

6
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Plane Gravitational Wave
• Coordinates can be chosen such that a plane wave along z direction can be written as

7

hij
TT(t, x, y, z) =

h+ (t − z) h× (t − z) 0
h× (t − z) −h+ (t − z) 0
0 0 0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
, i, j = x, y, z

gµν = ηµν + hµν ,

This is called the TT gauge because h is transverse, and traceless.

h+,× are the two polarizations of the plane GW 

This coordinate system is convenient in describing wave propagation, but 
not for describing relative motions of nearby objects 
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Influence of GW on Light and Matter

• low-velocity objects feel tidal gravity force:

• array of free masses will be distorted with strain ~ h

• Light propagation is unaffected by gravitational wave
• Problem reduced to the measurement of a (very weak) classical force field

8

 
Mx j = 1

2
Mhjk

TT xk + F j

+ polarization

stretching

squeezing

× polarization

squeezing stretching

... in a region with spatial size much less than  GW wavelength
we go to the Local Lorenz Frame

hTTjk =
h+ h× 0
h× −h+ 0
0 0 0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
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A Global Network 9

LIGO-H

LIGO-
L

GEO 600
Hannover, Germany

VIRGO
Pisa, Italy

TAMA 300
Tokyo, Japan

KAGRA
Kamioka, Japan

LIGO-India
???
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Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) 10
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Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) 10

LIGO Hanford, WA site

LIGO Livingston, LA site
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Ground-Based Laser Interferometer GW Detector 11

4 km

4 km

Arm Cavity signal light ~ h

Local
Oscillator

~ free
horizontally

Schematic drawing of LIGO Detectors
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Sensitivity achieved in first-generation LIGO 12

achieving 2×10-23/rtHz  at ~ 200 Hz

Spectral Density: Noise Power  Per Frequency Band hrms ~ f ⋅Sh
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Michelson Interferometer: Sensitivity Estimate

• Resolvable phase: ~1/(Number of Photons)1/2

• Photon Number: Power×Duration/(Energy of Photon)

13

input light

X-arm Y-arm

phasor diagram

α = 2π
λ
Lh

α

 
δh = λ

2πL
ω0

I0τ
⇒ Sh =

λ
2πL

ω0

I0
= 7.5 ⋅10−21 4km
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⎛
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1/2
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λ=1μm

rms error “shot noise” spectral density
(noise power/frequency band) initial LIGO 2×10-23

factor of 300-400 away!
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+ polarizad plane GW along z axis
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WGW

S h

Resonant Enhancement of Sensitivity 14

Laser Light
I0, ω0 bea
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test-mass 
mirror
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Lh/2

Lh/2

arm cavity

arm
cavity

power recycling
mirror

LIGO I:

Power-recycling gain ~ 50 -- 60
[noise ~ 1/(Mich. input power)1/2]

# of bounces in arm cavity ~40

Total factor of improvement ~300

Improvement is only below the 
bandwidth of the cavity.

Above bandwidth:

within light storage time, GW already changes
sign.  Resonant enhancement deteriorates!

ΩGW > γ ⇔ τGW < τ storage
no cavity

wi
th

 ca
vit

y

# of
bouncesCavity Gain = 2 /T

1+ (Ω / γ )2

 
Sh
shot = λ

2πL
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1+ (Ω / γ )2

2 /T
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Radiation Pressure Noise 15
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c
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rms momentum of mirror

given by photon # fluctuation

 
δF = δP /τ = 4ω0I0
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without cavity ...

with cavity gain
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S h

without cavity ~Ω -2
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Standard Quantum Limit 16

 
Sh
shot = λ

2πL
ω0

I0
= 1
L
c2

I0ω0

1+ (Ω / γ )2

2 /T

If we place the two types of noise together

 
Sh

rad pres = 1
mΩ2L

4I0ω0

c2
2 /T

1+ (Ω / γ )2
= 2
mΩ2L

I0ω0

c2
2 /T

1+ (Ω / γ )2

Their dependences on power and cavity gain are opposite

WGW

S h 1 × power

10 × power

1/10 × power

WGW

S h

Total Noise Never Surpasses 

the Standard Quantum Limit
 
Sh
SQL = 8

mΩ2L2
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Quantum Optical Noise in LIGO-I 17
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18

10 x

10 x

Standard Quantum Limit 10kg

Standard Quantum Limit 40kg

Generations of GW Detectors
initial LIGO 

(2007)
no detections

Advanced LIGO
•Being installed
•2015: first science run

(hopefully) first detections

LIGO-III
Einstein Telescope
(after detections)

precise knowledge of 
waveforms
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Where does quantum noise come from? 19
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• Optical field close to ω0 can ben written in the quadrature representation

• Act as modulations when superimposed with single-frequency carrier at ω0

Quadratures, Homodyne Detection and Squeezing 20

E(t) = E1(t)cosω0t + E2 (t)sinω0t E1,2 (t) : slowly varying

E1

E2

phasor diagram
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• Heisenberg Uncertainty In the Frequency Domain

Quadratures, Homodyne Detection and Squeezing 21

Sa1a1Sa2a2 − | Sa1a2 |
2≥1

Minimum Uncertainty 
Gaussian States are:

vacuum state
coherent states

squeezed vacuua
squeezed states
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• Heisenberg Uncertainty In the Frequency Domain
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Amplitude Noise & Phase Noise

• squeezing phase noise will lower shot noise, but increase radiation-pressure noise 
(good for first-generation detectors, but doesn’t help beating the SQL)

• squeezing a combination of input amplitude and phase will help, but only narrow band

• squeezing a frequency-dependent combination will help beat the SQL broadband.

• detecting a combination of output amplitude and phase may even completely 
remove back-action noise

22
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23Surpassing the SQL in a Michelson interferometer
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[Kimble et al., 2001]
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Frequency Dependent Squeezing & Detection 24
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Frequency Dependent Squeezing & Detection 24
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Quantum Enhancement of Sensitivity Requires Low Loss!
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Generation of Squeezed Vacuum 25

Nonlinear Optics

H = ...+ a2ω0
† aω0+Ωaω0−Ω + a2ω0a

†
ω0+Ω

a†ω0−Ω

HI = χE 3

H = ...+ dΩ
2π

A2ω0
* aω0+Ωaω0−Ω + A2ω0a

†
ω0+Ω

a†ω0−Ω⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∫

quantize

when non-linear medium pumped with 2ω0
and phase-matching condition satisfied 

this term becomes effective and generates squeezing

cavity resonant
with both 
ω0 and 2ω0

T=0

T>0

pumped with
2ω0

squeezed 
vac at ω0

nonlinear
medium
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Squeezing for GW Detectors

• First demonstration of squeezing in the GW band (sub kHz) [K. McKenzie et al., 2004]
• Squeezing injection at the Caltech 40 m prototype lab [K. Goda et al., 2008]
• 3.5 dB Squeezing at GEO 600 detector [LSC, 2011; H. Vahlbruch, 2010]
• 2+dB squeezing of LIGO Hanford, achieving best-ever sensitivity to GWs at 200+Hz.

26

LETTERS

NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS2083

Squeezed light sourceSqueezing injection

MSROMC BS

600 m tube

Figure 2 |View into the GEO600 central building. In the front, the
squeezing bench containing the squeezed-light source and the squeezing
injection path is shown. The optical table is surrounded by several vacuum
chambers containing suspended interferometer optics.

trace) in the shot-noise-limited frequency band (above 700Hz).
The quantum noise at 3 kHz was reduced from 1.0⇥10�21 Hz�1/2

down to 6.7⇥10�22 Hz�1/2. This corresponds to a factor 1.53 ⇡ 3.4
increase in detection rate for isotropically distributed GW sources
in that frequency band. The squeezing enhancement has been
successfully operated for several consecutive hours just limited
by the present performance of the beam alignment. We see no
limits in principle to the quasi-continuous application of squeezed
light, which is already planned for the next observational run
of GEO600. Owing to the application of squeezed light the GW
observatory GEO600 has now achieved its best ever sensitivity since
the implementation of the advanced homodyne detection scheme.
As expected, at Fourier frequencies below 700Hz, squeezed light
neither reduces nor increases the present displacement noise level
of about 10�18 mHz�1/2. This observation makes us confident that
a squeezed-light improvement will extend to these frequencies as
soon as the present limiting technical noise is reduced. Note, that
quantum radiation pressure noise29 is not expected to be significant
at these frequencies at the present sensitivity.

The measured nonclassical quantum noise reduction in
GEO600 presented here is not limited by the squeezed-light
laser but by optical loss on the squeezed light during propa-
gation in the interferometer. The 10 dB injected squeezed state
is degraded by photon absorption and scattering inside the
GEO600 signal recycling cavity and the output mode-cleaner,
both contributing about 10% loss. Furthermore, the non-perfect
photo diode quantum-efficiency, the absorption of the Faraday
isolators and auxiliary optics, and finally some residual mode
mismatch cause a further 20% loss. All losses have been verified
by independent measurements and provide an overall optical
efficiency of ⌘ = 0.62. This leads to an increase of the squeezed
noise variance from Vsqz = 0.1 to ⌘Vsqz + (1 � ⌘) = 0.44, and
to a corresponding attenuation of the squeezing factor from
10 dB to 3.5 dB, being in excellent agreement with our results
shown in Fig. 3. Based on this, we are confident that future
optical loss reductions will result in a correspondingly higher
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Figure 3 |Nonclassical reduction of the GEO600 instrumental noise
using squeezed vacuum states of light. The noise is calibrated to
GW-strain and differential mirror displacement, respectively. In black the
observatory noise spectral density is shown without the injection of
squeezed light. At frequencies above 700 Hz GEO 600 is limited by shot
noise; note that the slope in the kHz-regime is due to the normalization and
the frequency-dependent signal enhancement of GEO 600. An injection of
squeezed vacuum states into the interferometer leads to a broadband noise
reduction of up to 3.5 dB (red trace) in the shot-noise-limited frequency
band. The spectral features are caused by excited violin modes of the
suspensions (600–700 Hz and harmonics) as well as by calibration
(160–2.5 kHz) and OMC alignment control (250–550 Hz) lines. The broad
unresolved noise structures from about 120–220 Hz are caused by
insufficient seismic isolation of mirrors located between the signal recycling
mirror and the output mode cleaner. Both traces shown were averaged over
4 min. The resolution bandwidth is 1 Hz for frequencies below 1 kHz, and
2 Hz at higher frequencies. Note that the noise reduction is independent of
the averaging time used, such that the search for all kinds of potential GW
sources (short- or long-duration) benefits from the improvement.

squeezing factor. During the GEO-HF upgrade program in 2011
we expect a sensitivity improvement of up to 6 dB to be realized
with squeezed-light input. An even stronger impact through the
application of squeezed light can be foreseen in future gravitational
wave observatories, where state-of-the-art optical technologies will
allow for lower optical losses.

The results presented here show that squeezed light can improve
operating gravitational wave observatories. We point out that
squeezed light is also highly compatible with any future thermal
noise reduction by means of cryogenic cooling of observatories4,
as in contrast to increasing the laser power, increasing the
squeezing factor does not increase the thermal load on the mirrors.
We therefore expect this innovative approach to become a key
technology in making gravitational wave astronomy a reality, and
we believe that squeezed-light lasers, in addition to high-power
lasers, are likely to be integrated into all future gravitational
wave observatories.

Method summary
Altogether four different laser frequencies are involved in the generation and
coherent control of the squeezed vacuum states, see Fig. 1. The main 2W laser,
which is phase locked to the 12W GEO600 laser, drives a second-harmonic
generator (SHG). The green light from the SHG is filtered using a ring-resonator
to attenuate high-frequency phase noise30. The frequency up-converted field is
subsequently injected into the squeezing resonator containing a nonlinear medium
(PPKTP) placed in a standing-wave half-monolithic cavity. Only 35mW of the
frequency-doubled field are required to generate about 9 dB squeezing down to
10Hz (ref. 28), via the process of parametric down-conversion (optical parametric
amplification). To avoid any contamination of the squeezed light by laser noise
in the audio band, two auxiliary lasers, frequency-shifted by several MHz, are
employed for coherent control of the squeezed vacuum states19,28. Squeezing at
Fourier frequencies in the audio band has been shown to be very sensitive to light
backscattered into the squeezing resonator (refs 17–19). Therefore, the squeezed
beam is guided through two Faraday isolator units before it is injected into the
signal port of GEO600.

964 NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 7 | DECEMBER 2011 | www.nature.com/naturephysics

[GEO Squeezing result, 
LIGO Scientific Collaboration, 2011]

cies and optics loss. The inferred purity is V!V" # 1:3$
0:1 and the inferred squeezing is Vsqz # "5:5$ 0:6 dB.

Figure 4 shows a more detailed analysis of the squeez-
ing spectrum at the lowest frequency window of 100 Hz–
3.2 kHz. Trace (a) shows the squeezing spectrum obtained
without an isolator in front of our homodyne detection
system.We observed large peaks between 300 and 700 Hz
due to low frequency noise contamination. This contami-
nation is attributed to light from the LO backscattered
from the photodetectors feeding into the OPO cavity. We

note that even with the photodetectors tilted away from
retroreflection, the scattering from the front face of the
detectors, which is estimated to be of the order of 1 pW, is
sufficient to seed the crystal and causes parametric am-
plification. With the Faraday isolator in place noise cou-
pling via parametric amplification is eliminated, as
shown by trace (b). The squeezed beam experiences an
extra 9% transmission loss through the isolator. Similar
to Fig. 2, electronic noise is still present at 150 and
250 Hz.

The OPA spectrum from 2–100 kHz is shown in Fig. 5
for three different seed powers, 1 nW, 700 nW, and 6 !W.
The data were recorded for optimal squeezing at 50 kHz.
The 1 nW seed power spectrum resembles the OPO spec-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Measured noise spectra for (a) the
quantum noise limit, (b) the squeezed light, and (c) the
electronic noise of the homodyne detection system. The traces
are pieced together from three FFT frequency windows:
100 Hz–3.2 kHz, 1.6 kHz–12.8 kHz, and 3.8 kHz–100 kHz.
Each point is the averaged rms value of 500, 1000, and 2000
measurements made in the respective ranges. The RBW of the
three windows was 8, 32, and 128 Hz, respectively. The
electronic noise was "12 dB below the quantum noise from
10–100 kHz. The 20 kHz peak arises from the homodyne
locking signal. Peaks at 50 Hz harmonics are due to electrical
mains supply.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The OPO spectrum 100 Hz–3.2 kHz
without (a) and with (b) the Faraday isolator between the OPO
cavity and homodyne detector. RBW # 8 Hz; number of rms
averages for (a) 400 and for (b) and (c) 500. Electronic noise
(not shown) was not subtracted.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The squeezed state at 11.2 kHz as the
phase of the homodyne is varied. RBW # 1 kHz, VBW #
30 Hz. Electronic noise (9 dB below SNL) was subtracted
from the data.
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Low-Frequency Squeezing
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[slide & numbers from Sheila Dwyer, GW Adv Detector Workshop, 2012]

initial LIGO Advanced LIGO aim of future LIGO
total loss 55-60% 20% <2%
detected 2+dB 6dB 10-15dB
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Low-frequency barrier on the earth?
• Suspension Thermal Noise

- a pendulum’s thermal noise seems a strong limitation
- other methods are being considered

- magnetic levitation
- juggling mirrors?
- atom interferometers
- TOBA?

28
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FIG. 2. A space-time diagram of the proposed configuration
of a di!erential measurement between two atom interferom-
eters beginning at positions x1 and x2. The lines are as in
Fig. 1. For clarity the beamsplitters shown are not LMT,
i.e. here N = 1.

separated by a large distance L, with atom interferome-
ters operated near them. The atom clouds are initially
prepared as described in [8]. These two widely separated
atom interferometers are run using common laser beams
(see Fig. 2) and their di!erential phase shifts measured.
Importantly, for any given interogation, the same laser
beam drives both interferometers. For example, the pulse
from the primary laser at time t = 0 triggers the initial
beamsplitter for both interferometers and the pulse from
the secondary laser at time t = L/c completes this beam-
splitter, again for both interferometers. We will show that
the di!erential phase shift between these interferometers
contains a gravitational wave signal proportional to the
distance between them. However, since the same laser
pulse operates both interferometers, the di!erential sig-
nal is largely immune to laser frequency noise. This idea
has some similar features to the proposal described in
Ref. [14], where a single laser only is used to interrogate
two spatially separated atomic ensembles.
To see the e!ect of a gravitational wave on the dif-

ferential phase between the two interferometers, assume
that one interferometer is at x1 = 0 in Fig. 2 while the
other is at x2 = L and T ! L/c. In the absence of a
gravitational wave, each arm spends a time L/c in the
excited state leading to a null result in each interferome-
ter. Note though that the arms of the interferometer at
x1 spend time L/c in the excited state around times 0
and T , while the arms of the interferometer at x2 spend
time L/c in the excited state around times T and 2T .
In the presence of a gravitational wave of strain h and
frequency !, the distance between the atom interferome-
ters oscillates in time. This a!ects the laser pulse travel

time which in turn a!ects the relative time spent by each
atom interferometer arm in the excited state (see Fig. 2).
When T " 1/! the distance changes by " hL in time
T (assuming !L/c # 1). Hence, the two interferome-
ters spend a slightly di!erent amount of time " hL

c
in

the excited state. This leads to a di!erential phase shift
between the interferometers of " !ahL/c. For an LMT
sequence with N pulses, the phase shift is enhanced by
N since it adds during each pulse. A fully relativistic
calculation following the formalism of [10] yields the dif-
ferential phase shift to be

"" =
4N!ah

c
(x1 $ x2) sin

2

!

! T

2

"

sin ("0 + ! T ) (1)

proportional to the baseline x1 $ x2 % L. "0 in this
expression is the phase of the gravitational wave at the
start of the experiment, whose change gives rise to a time
dependent phase shift in the experiment.
The gravitational wave signal is due to the oscillation

of the laser ranging distance between the two interfer-
ometers. The atoms e!ectively measure the light travel
time across the baseline. Thus, the lasers do not serve
as a clock and so do not need a highly stable phase evo-
lution. Remarkably, only the constancy of the speed of
light across the baseline is relevant. This is an important
change from all other interferometric gravitational wave
detection schemes, where the laser serves the role of a
phase reference, thus requiring additional noise mitiga-
tion strategies (e.g. additional measurement baselines).
Backgrounds– We will now discuss possible noise

sources for the proposed scheme. We distinguish between
two classes of noise: intrinsic laser noise and kinematic
noise. Intrinsic laser noise refers to jitters in the phase
and frequency of the laser while kinematic noise is caused
by the acceleration noise of the laser platform and jitter
in the timing between the interferometer pulses. The
phase of a laser pulse does not evolve during its propaga-
tion from the laser to the location of the atom. Hence the
atoms record the phase of the laser which exists at the
emission time of the pulse. Since both interferometers
are operated by the same laser pulses, the intrinsic laser
noise read by both interferometers is identical and will
cancel in the di!erential phase. The kinematic sources
of noise a!ect both the imprinted laser phase and the
amount of time spent by the arms of the interferometer
in the excited state. Again, the noise from the imprinted
laser phase will completely cancel in the di!erential mea-
surement since the same laser pulses are used to drive
both interferometers. However, any kinematic di!erence
such as a relative velocity between the two interferom-
eters will result in di!erences in the time spent in the
excited state between the two interferometers, leading to
a di!erential phase shift suppressed by this velocity.
Following the formalism of [10] we calculate the dif-

ferential phase shifts (shown in Table I) caused by plat-
form acceleration noise #a, jitter #T in the time between

atom cloud
A

atom cloud
B

[Dimopoulos, Graham, et al.]

potential sensitivity and scientific possibility in modern
technologies.

Principle of a torsion-bar antenna.—A TOBA is com-
prised of two bar-shaped test masses, arranged parallel to
the x-y plane and orthogonal to each other (Fig. 1). Each
bar is supported at its center, so as to rotate around the
z axis. When GWs pass through this antenna, tidal forces
by the GWs will appear as differential angular changes in
these bars. These changes are extracted as a GW signal by
using a sensitive sensor, such as a laser interferometer.

The rotation angle ! of a test-mass bar from the original
position is obtained by the equation of motion

I !!! " _!! #! " FGW#t$; (1)

where FGW is the torque caused by the GWand " and # are
the damping factor and spring constant of the restoring
torque by the support, respectively. The moment of inertia
of the test mass is expressed as I " R

$#x2 ! y2$dV, where
$ and V are the density and volume of the test mass,
respectively. Assuming that the antenna is much smaller
than the wavelength of target GWs, the torque caused by a
GW with an amplitude of hij is expressed as

FGW#t$ " 1
4q

ij !hij#t$; (2)

by using dynamic quadrupole moment qij [16]. For bar
rotation, q11 " %q22 " %R

$#2xy$dV and q12 " q21 "R
$#x2 % y2$dV.
Here, we consider the response of a test-mass bar ar-

ranged along the x direction to GWs traveling along the z
axis, h11 " %h22 " h! and h12 " %h21 " h&, where h!
and h& denote the amplitudes of two independent polar-
izations (plus and cross modes, respectively) of incident
GWs. In an approximation that the test-mass bar freely
rotate around the z axis (" ' 1 and # ' 1), Eq. (1) results
in a simple equation, !1 " %h&=2, where % is a shape
factor of the test mass; % " q12=I ’ 1 in the case of a thin
bar. Another test-mass bar, arranged along the y axis,
rotates with an opposite sign as !2 " %%h&=2. The re-
sultant output of the antenna is expressed as

!diff#t$ ( !1 % !2 " %h&#t$: (3)

GWs with a cross polarization are observed as differential
angular fluctuations of the test-mass bars [17].

Now, we consider the situation that the antenna is rotat-
ing around the z axis with an angular velocity of!rot. In an

approximation that rotation is sufficiently slow, the re-
sponse of the antenna is expressed as

!! diff " %) !h& cos#2!rott$ ! !h! sin#2!rott$*; (4)

by calculating the torque, Eq. (2), in a coordinate rotating
with the antenna. This indicates that the GW signal is
modulated by the rotation; a GW signal with an angular
frequency of !g is up- and down-converted to appear at
!g + 2!rot frequencies. Equation (4) results in

!diff ’ %
!
!g

2!rot

"
2
)h& cos#2!rott$ ! h! sin#2!rott$*; (5)

in the case of !g ' !rot. The low-frequency GW signal is
up-converted to signals at an angular frequency of 2!rot.
Equation (5) also shows that two polarization components
of incident GWs are extracted from two quadrature phases
of the antenna output.
Advantages of torsion-bar antenna.—A TOBA has sig-

nificant features in both ground-based and space-borne
designs. As a ground-based antenna, a TOBA is a novel
approach to observe low-frequency GWs. In a usual
ground-based interferometric antenna, a test-mass mirror
is suspended as a pendulum to behave as a free mass in the
horizontal plane. Conversely, it has almost no fundamental
sensitivity to GWs below the resonant frequency of the
pendulum (around 1 Hz). In a TOBA, a test-mass bar is
supported as a torsion pendulum, with a low resonant
frequency on the order of a few millihertz in the rotational
degree of freedom. Thus, a TOBA has a fundamental
sensitivity to low-frequency GWs.
The modulation and up-conversion scheme by antenna

rotation is favorable for the observation of low-frequency
GWs below a few millihertz. Here, we note that the ob-
servation run may be an intermittent one; the observation
can be a series of data-taking operations with rotation and
reverse rotation. The up-conversion of the GW signal is
also advantageous from a practical perspective. Modu-
lation prevents various types of low-frequency noises that
are difficult to suppress, such as drifts of instruments
caused by daily or seasonal changes in the environment
and 1=f noises of electronics in sensors and controllers.
As a space antenna, a TOBA has good compatibility

with spin-stabilized spacecraft. In a spacecraft, spinning
itself is a simple and robust way to maintain its attitude
with a gyro effect, without additional disturbances from
attitude controllers. ATOBA, with its rotation axis aligned
with that of the spacecraft spin, has a wide observation
band from the low-frequency limit determined by the ob-
servation time. Another advantage in a space configuration
is that the antenna is free from gravity-gradient and seismic
noises caused by ground motions.
Sensitivity limits.—The fundamental sensitivity of a

TOBA is limited by the thermal fluctuation of the bars,
readout noise of the angular motion, and effects of the bar
support, as detailed in Refs. [1,18]. We estimate the con-
tributions of these noises in the case where a cylindrical bar
is suspended as a torsion pendulum at its center, and its

FIG. 1 (color online). Principle of a torsion-bar antenna. Two
orthogonal bars feel differential torques by incident gravitational
waves.

PRL 105, 161101 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

15 OCTOBER 2010

161101-2

access down to 0.1 Hz
experimental prototypes built in Kyoto & Tokyo

[Ando et al., 2010]
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Gravity Gradient Noise
• Seismic motion driving fluctuations in newtonian gravity field

• Can be suppressed by monitoring ground motion and subtracting the predicted effect. 
• For LIGO (between 10 Hz and 20 Hz)

- 5x suppression required to not affect Advanced LIGO 
- 30x suppression required to not affect 3rd generation designs [J. Driggers, 2012]

• Moving detector underground may suppress level and allow better subtraction.

29

Gravitational Wave Detection by Interferometry (Ground and Space) 15

the suspended mirror optic to allow operation down to 3 Hz [98, 134]. However, it is also possible
for this vibrational seismic noise to couple to the suspended optic through the gravitational field.

4.2 Gravity gradient (Newtonian) noise

Gravity gradients, caused by direct gravitational coupling of mass density fluctuations to the
suspended mirrors, were identified as a potential source of noise in ground-based gravitational-
wave detectors in 1972 [313]. The noise associated with gravity gradients was first formulated by
Saulson [275] and Spero [291], with later developments by Hughes and Thorne [184] and Cella and
Cuoco [93]. These studies suggest that the dominant source of gravity gradients arise from seismic
surface waves, where density fluctuations of the Earth’s surface are produced near the location of
the individual interferometer test masses, as shown in Figure 7.

propagation of surface wave
on the surface of the earth

gravitational
attraction

Figure 7: Time-lapsed schematic illustrating the fluctuating gravitational force on a suspended mass by
the propagation of a surface wave through the ground.

The magnitude of the rms motion of the interferometer test masses, x̃(!), can be shown to
be [184]

x̃(!) =
4⇡G⇢

!

2

�(!)W̃ (!), (2)

where ⇢ is the Earth’s density near the test mass, G is Newton’s constant, ! is the angular frequency
of the seismic spectrum, �(!) is a dimensionless reduced transfer function that takes into account
the correlated motion of the interferometer test masses in addition to the reduction due to the
separation between the test mass and the Earth’s surface, and W̃ (!) is the displacement rms-
averaged over 3-dimensional directions. In order to eliminate noise arising from gravity gradients,
a detector would have to be operated far from these density fluctuations, that is, in space. Proposed
space missions are discussed in Section 7.

However, there are two proposed approaches for reducing the level of gravity-gradient noise in
future ground-based detectors. A monitor and subtraction method can be used, where an array
of seismometers can be distributed strategically around each test mass to monitor the relevant
ground motion (and ground compression) that would be expected to couple through local gravity.
A subtraction signal may be developed from knowing how the observed density fluctuations couple
to the motion of each test mass, and can potentially allow a significant reduction in gravity-gradient
noise.

Another approach is to choose a very quiet location, or better still, to also go underground,
as is already going ahead for LCGT [234]. Since the dominant source of gravity-gradient noise is
expected to arise from surface waves on the Earth, the observed gravity-gradient noise will decrease
with depth into the Earth. Current estimates suggest that gravity-gradient noise can be suppressed
down to around 1 Hz by careful site selection and going ⇠ 150 m underground [94]. The most
promising approach (or likely only approach) to detecting gravitational waves whose frequency is
below 1 Hz is to build an interferometer in space.

Living Reviews in Relativity
http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2011-5

[figure from Pitkin et al. 2011]
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Space-Based GW Detection
• Space-based GW 

- interferometers with long arms (compared with GW wavelength)
- Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)

- quantum enhancements of a LISA-like mission?
- Other space missions

30
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Plane Gravitational Wave
• Coordinates can be chosen such that a plane wave along z direction can be written as

31

hij
TT(t, x, y, z) =

h+ (t − z) h× (t − z) 0
h× (t − z) −h+ (t − z) 0
0 0 0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
, i, j = x, y, z

gµν = ηµν + hµν ,

This is called the TT gauge because h is transverse, and traceless.

h+,× are the two polarizations of the plane GW 
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Influence of GW on Light and Matter
• Propagation of Light in the “Transverse Traceless” gauge

32

gab∇a∇bΦ = 0⇔ ∂µ ( −ggµν∂νΦ) = 0
the scalar

wave equation

Φ = Aexp(ikµx
µ + iδφ) = Aexp −iωt + ik ⋅x + iδφ( )

δφ(t0 + L,x0 + k̂L) =
ω
2c

k̂i k̂ jhij (t0 + ξ,x0 + k̂ξ)dξ
0

L

∫

flat-space solution plus  additional phase due to GW

ku = (ω ,k) =ω (1, k̂)

4-wavevector ang freq 3-wavevector propagation direction

kµ∂µδφ =
hTTµνk

µkν

2
δϕ slowly

varying

additional phase accumulates 
along rays as wave propagates
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Light propagation is modified by GW
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δφ(t0 + L,x0 + k̂L) =
ω0

c
LH pe

p
ij k̂

i k̂ j

2
e− iΩ(t−z ) e

− iΩL (1− k̂z ) −1
−iΩL(1− k̂z )

... plane wave with propagation direction N

Response of Laser Interferometers: TT Gauge
• For larger separation (~ reduced wavelength): oscillatory nature matters

33

hp = Hpe
− iΩ(t−z ) ,  p = +,×

same as before
this favors 

k orthogonal to N
(transverse wave)
proportional to L

additional phase factor
due to propagation effect

this favors k along N

GW along z
z

x y

+ polarized

k

θ

suppression of phase shift from simple Lh

π/8

π/4

π/2
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Response of Masses and Building an Interferometer
• In TT gauge: low-speed motion of test masses not affected by GW! 
• But test masses won’t stay at fixed locations; they will be moving under noisy forces!
• Simplest interferometer

- A, B, and C freely fall + noisy motion
- A sends light to B and C
- B and C reflect light back to A
- A compares phase between light from B and light from C.

• This gives signal of (δϕ1 + δϕ2) - (δϕ3+δϕ4)
• Plus local displacement noises (driven by force noise) & shot noise

34
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Arm Length?
• What if frequency is f = 10mHz.
• Reduced wavelength is λ/(2π) ~ 5×109m ~ 5×106km
• This is the most optimal arm length to reduce effect of local force noise

35

A

D~0.5 m

λ=1μm

L = 5×109m

D~12.5 km

B

very small amount of light (~0.2%) is received by B

to collect most of the light, the mirror diameter has to be > (λL)1/2 ~ 71 m
or, reduce to L < D2/λ ~ 250 km
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Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 36

L = 5×106km=5×109m

Equilateral Triangle, tilted at 60 degrees

Gravitational Wave Detection by Interferometry (Ground and Space) 49
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LISA sensitivity
White dwarf noise

Figure 20: A design sensitivity amplitude spectral density curve for LISA created using the standard
parameters in the online generator at [208]. The curve assumes equal length arms, sensitivity averaged
over the whole sky and all polarisations, and an SNR of 1. Also included is a curve showing the expected
background noise from galactic white-dwarf–binary systems, which will dominate over the instrumental
noise in the range from ⇡ 0.1 – 1 mHz.
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Figure 21: The proposed LISA detector.
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LISA’s Time-Delay Interferometry (TDI)
• LIGO-like interferometry does not work for LISA, because

- light is too weak
- arm lengths are not equal enough

• Armstrong, Estabrook & Tinto’s Time-Delay 
Interferometry
- light not bounced back by mirrors, but detected
- interferometry signal synthesized, with length difference 

accounted for
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In Sec. II we model the raw data: twelve one-way mea-
surements of phase differences at the photodetectors. These
require base banding !or down conversion" with locally gen-
erated frequencies to compensate for laser-frequency offsets
and Doppler shifts from spacecraft motions. As a conse-
quence, now the twelve phase measurement models include
terms involving the noises of the oscillators !USOs" driving
the heterodyne measurements. To facilitate comparison with
previous results in Refs. #1,6,7$, here we give the equations
for data in terms of measured phases. To facilitate compari-
son with the notation of our previous papers #2–4$, we also
include a summary in the Appendix where the data is equiva-
lently expressed in terms of measured frequencies.
In Sec. III we derive the laser-noise-free unequal-arm-

interferometric combination we call Xq , the combination
%q , and the totally symmetric Sagnac combination &q .
Equivalent combinations of frequency data, denoted with the
same symbols, are described in the Appendix. These combi-
nations correspond to those derived in Ref. #4$, but now they
include the effects of lasers with different frequencies, space-
craft moving relative to each other, and USO noises. For
each combination, transfer functions are implied for the re-
maining system noises arising from optical bench motion,
optical path fluctuations !shot noise", proof mass buffeting
!acceleration noise", and now USO phase noise. We give
plots of both frequency and phase system noise spectra that
will appear in the combinations Xq and &q . We discuss re-
quirements on USO noise so that the desired sensitivity to
gravitational radiation can be achieved. If intrinsic oscillator
phase noise cannot be reduced to this level, with improved
USOs, and by placing system requirements on laser fre-
quency offsets and orbital drifts, it will be necessary to take
additional data for calibration, which we consider in Sec. IV.
Bender et al. #1$ have proposed modulation of the laser
beams with USO generated frequencies. Hellings et al. #6$,
and Hellings #7$ have analyzed a two-frequency version, for
the case when bench noises were not included, and only one
laser in each spacecraft was assumed. We derive generalized
expressions for combinations of six streams of calibrating
data, which can be used for removing the USO noises from
all the previously identified laser-noise-free combinations.
These calibration data are different from those previously
published #7$ in that they also take account of the USO noise
introduced in the down conversion of the phase measure-
ments between each pair of optical benches within each
spacecraft. In Sec. V we discuss the sensitivities of the newly
derived interferometric combinations and present our con-
cluding remarks.

II. TIME-DELAY INTERFEROMETRY

In what follows we present the principle of time-delay
interferometry discussed in Ref. #4$ !which we will refer to
as paper I", now in terms of relative phase rather than fre-
quency measurements. This is because the analysis becomes
somewhat simpler by working with phase rather than fre-
quency when the six lasers have offset frequencies, and when
the spacecraft have relative velocities; a direct comparison
with Refs. #6,7$ is also easier. For completeness we provide

in the Appendix equations for data entering the correspond-
ing time-delay interferometric combinations of frequency
measurements and a glossary of notations from our previous
papers.
Figure 1 shows the overall geometry of the LISA detector.

The spacecraft are labeled 1, 2, 3 and distances between
pairs of spacecraft are L1 , L2 , L3, with Li being opposite
spacecraft i. Unit vectors between spacecraft are n̂ i , oriented
as indicated in Fig. 1. We similarly index the phase differ-
ence data to be analyzed: s31 is the phase difference time
series measured at reception at spacecraft 1 with transmis-
sion from spacecraft 2 !along L3). This slightly odd conven-
tion should be carefully noted. It is perhaps unfortunate, as
denoting it as ‘‘s21’’ might seem more immediate. Our con-
vention was adopted in Ref. #3$, and we have adhered to it so
that all papers in the series can be intercompared more easily.
Similarly, s21 is the phase difference series derived from re-
ception at spacecraft 1 with transmission from spacecraft 3.
The other four one-way phase difference time series from
signals exchanged between the spacecraft are obtained by
cyclic permutation of the indices 1!2!3!1. We also use
a useful notation for delayed data streams: s31,2!s31(t
"L2), s31,23!s31(t"L2"L3)!s31,32 , etc. !we take the
speed of light c!1 for the analysis". Six more phase differ-
ence series result from laser beams exchanged between ad-
jacent optical benches within each spacecraft; these are simi-
larly indexed as ' i j (i , j!1,2,3;i( j).
The proof-mass-plus-optical-bench assemblies for LISA

spacecraft number 1 are shown schematically in Fig. 2. We
take the left-hand optical bench to be bench number 1, while
the right-hand bench is 1*. The photo detectors that generate
the data s21 , s31 , '21 , and '31 at spacecraft 1 are shown. The
phase fluctuation of the laser on optical bench 1 is p1(t); on
optical bench 1* it is p1*(t) and these are independent !the
lasers are not ‘‘locked’’". We extend the cyclic terminology
that at vertex i (i!1,2,3) the random displacement vectors
of the two proof masses are, respectively, denoted )! i(t) and
)! i*(t), and the random displacements !perhaps several orders
of magnitude greater" of their optical benches are corre-
spondingly denoted *! i(t) and *! i*(t). As we pointed out in
paper I, our analysis does not assume that pairs of optical
benches are rigidly connected, i.e., *! i(*! i* , in general. The

FIG. 1. Schematic LISA configuration. The three spacecraft are
equidistant from point o in the plane of the spacecraft. Unit vectors
n̂ i point between spacecraft pairs with the indicated orientations. Li
are the !unequal" arm lengths; at each spacecraft there are two op-
tical benches !denoted 1, 1*, etc.", as indicated.
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naive view: test masses compare each other’s clock 
by sending & receiving light pulses

6 links between the 3 spacecraft, each with 1 clock
6 channels - 3 clock noises = 3 noise-free channels

space

time

21 3

t21(L12)+ t12(2L12): cancels noise of 1

t12

t21

t23(L23)+ t32(2L23): cancels noise of 3
subtracting the two doesn’t 

cancel clock noise of 2!!
but we can complete the loop!!
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The Real Time-Delay Interferometry

• Two Lasers & Two Test masses on board each spacecraft
- 6 additional links
- 3 additional channels of laser noise 
- 3 additional test-mass degrees of freedom
- these are arranged to also cancel
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present LISA design shows optical fibers transmitting signals
both ways between adjacent benches. We ignore time-delay
effects for these signals and will simply denote by ! i(t) the
phase fluctuations upon transmission through the fibers of
the laser beams with frequencies " i and " i* . The ! i(t) phase
shifts within a given spacecraft might not be the same for
large frequency differences " i!" i* . For the envisioned fre-
quency differences #a few hundred megahertz$, however, the
remaining fluctuations due to the optical fiber can be ne-
glected %8&.
Figure 2 endeavors to make the detailed light paths for

these observations clear. An outgoing light beam transmitted
to a distant spacecraft is routed from the laser on the local
optical bench using mirrors and beam splitters; this beam
does not interact with the local proof mass. Conversely, an
incoming light beam from a distant spacecraft is bounced off
the local proof mass before being reflected onto the photo-
detector where it is mixed with light from the laser on that
same optical bench. Since the relative velocities L̇ i(t) be-
tween a pair of spacecraft will induce several megahertz
Doppler on the received frequency of the laser light %5&, and
furthermore the frequencies of the lasers themselves can be
different by several hundred megahertz %1&, the outputs of the
photodetectors have a large fringe rate, or ‘‘beat-note’’ fre-
quency, and must be properly down converted—tracked—
before measurements of phase fluctuations in the gravita-
tional wave band are made. In order to perform this down
conversion, each spacecraft is provided with an onboard
clock, which is called the ultrastable oscillator #USO$, to
generate the tracking #or base-banding$ frequency. We will
characterize each USO with a frequency f i , which brings
along phase fluctuations qi at that frequency (i"1,2,3), and
as in Ref. %6& we introduce multipliers to generate the re-
quired tracking frequencies #we suggest phase-lock loops for
this frequency tracking in Sec. IV$. The interspacecraft phase
data are denoted s31 and s21 in Fig. 2.
Beams between adjacent optical benches within a single

spacecraft are bounced off proof masses in the opposite way.
Light to be transmitted from the laser on an optical bench is

first bounced off the proof mass it encloses and then directed
to the other optical bench. Upon reception it does not interact
with the proof mass there, but is directly mixed with local
laser light, and again down converted. These data are de-
noted '31 and '21 in Fig. 2.
The terms in the following equations for the si j and ' i j

phase measurements can now be developed from Figs. 1 and
2. Consider the s31(t) process %Eq. #3$& below. The photode-
tector on the left bench of spacecraft 1, which #in the space-
craft frame$ experiences a time-varying displacement (! 1,
measures the phase difference s31 by first mixing the beam of
frequency "2* from the distant optical bench 2* in direction
n̂3 %which has slowly varying Doppler shift (1!L̇3), and
laser phase noise p2* and optical bench motion (! 2* that have
been delayed by propagation along L3&, after one bounce off
the proof mass ()! 1), with the local laser light #of frequency
"1 with phase noise p1), and then down converting the dif-
ference with the local frequency a31f 1 to remove the large
#but slowly varying$ frequency offset. In Eq. #4$ the '31 mea-
surement results from light originating at the right-bench la-
ser ("1* ,p1* ,(! 1*), bounced once off the right proof mass
()! 1*), and directed through the fiber %incurring phase shift
!1(t)&, to the left bench, where it is mixed with laser light
("1 ,p1), and again down converted. Similarly the right
bench records the phase differences s21 and '21 . The four
data streams recorded at vertex 1, including Doppler effects,
lasers with different frequencies, gravitational wave signals,
optical path noises, proof-mass and bench noises, and USO
phase fluctuations, are now given by the following expres-
sions:

s21"%"3#1!L̇2$!"1*!a21f 1&t#p3,2!p1*!a21q1

!"3n̂2•(! 3,2#"3#1!L̇2$%2 n̂2•)! 1*! n̂2•(! 1*&

#s21
gw#s21

opt. path , #1$

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram, adapted from Ref.
%12&, of the proof-mass and optical bench assem-
blies for LISA spacecraft 1. The left bench reads
out a phase signal s31 #from spacecraft 2,
bounced off the left proof mass, read out using
the laser and the photodetector on the left optical
bench$ and '31 #from the right optical bench,
bounced off the back of the right proof mass, di-
rected through the optical fiber and read out using
the laser photodetector on the left bench$. The
right bench analogously reads out s21 and '21 .
The random displacements of the proof masses
and optical benches are indicated with )! i for the
proof masses, and with (! i (i"1,2,3) for the op-
tical benches.
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082003-3

Tinto, Estabrook & Armstrong (2002)
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LISA Noise Spectrum 39
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Figure 3-1: LISA Sensitivity Curve. The strain amplitude spectral density of the 

Instrument Sensitivity Model is plotted.  The measurement bandwidth extends from 0.03 
mHz to 100 mHz. 

3.1.1 Instrument Noise Model 

The single link equivalent position uncertainty is expressed as an amplitude spectral 
density whose power spectral density is the sum of two terms – the displacement noise 
of the Interferometry Measurement System (IMS), and the acceleration noise of the 
Disturbance Reduction System (DRS), which is responsible for minimizing the 
residual acceleration of the proof masses: 

S�X _ sin gle _ link ( f ) = S
�x _ IMS

( f ) + S�x _DRS ( f )  

The displacement noise amplitude spectral density S�x _ IMS ( f ) for the uncertainty in 
the interferometry measurement system is given by: 

S�x _ IMS ( f ) = �X0 �10
�12 m

Hz
� 1+

f0

f

� 

� 

 

� 

	 
� 

4

; 3�10�5 � f � 10�1Hz , 

with �X0=18, f0=.002 Hz. 

averaged over 
all directionsacceleration

noise

shorter arm longer arm 

[LISA Science Requirement Document]
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Squeezing?

• Signal mode: very wide Gaussian cut by B’s aperture, flat-top mode
• Local oscillator at B must match this mode (mixing in any other mode will only lose)
• Can we squeeze this mode (or approximately this mode)?

- let’s propagate it backwards ...
- it’s not possible to squeeze this mode, unless we have larger apertures!!

40

A

D~0.5 m

λ=1μm

L = 5×109m

D~12.5 km

B
modulated by GW

Being limited by Aperture Size & Acceleration Noise, 
LISA cannot be improved quantum mechanically ...
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Beyond LISA: BBO & DECIGO 41

6 Matthew Pitkin, Stuart Reid, Sheila Rowan and Jim Hough

attempts have been made in recent decades to collect such data (Ulysses, Mars Observer, Galileo,
Mars Global Surveyor, Cassini) with broadband frequency sensitivities reaching 10–16 (see [85] for
a thorough review of gravitational-wave searches using Doppler tracking). There are currently
no plans for dedicated experiments using this technique; however, incorporating Doppler tracking
into another planetary mission would provide a complimentary precursor mission before dedicated
experiments such as LISA are launched.

The technique of Doppler tracking to search for gravitational-wave signals can also be performed
using pulsar-timing experiments. Millisecond pulsars [219] are known to be very precise clocks,
which allows the e↵ects of a passing gravitational wave to be observed through the modulation in
the time of arrival of pulses from the pulsar. Many noise sources exist and, for this reason, it is
necessary to monitor a large array of pulsars over a long observation time. Further details on the
techniques used and upper limits that have been set with pulsar timing experiments can be found
from groups such as the European Pulsar Timing Array [187], the North American Nanohertz
Observatory for Gravitational Waves [190, 191], and the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array [179].

All the above detection methods cover over 13 orders of magnitude in frequency (see Figure 1)
equivalent to covering from radio waves to X-rays in the electromagnetic spectrum. This broadband
coverage allows us to probe a wide range of potential sources.
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Initial LIGO
Advanced LIGO
Einstein Telescope
AURIGA/ALLEGRO/NAUTILUS
LISA
DECIGO
BBO
Pulsar Timing Array (Current)
Pulsar Timing Array (SKA)

Figure 1: The sensitivity of various gravitational-wave detection techniques across 13 orders of magnitude
in frequency. At the low frequency end the sensitivity curves for pulsar timing arrays (based on current
observations and future observations with the Square Kilometre Array [108]) are extrapolated from Figure 4
in [325]. In the mid-range LISA, DECIGO and BBO are described in more detail in Section 7, with
the DECIGO and BBO sensitivity curves taken from models given in [323]. At the high frequency the
sensitivities are represented by three generations of laser interferometers: LIGO, Advanced LIGO and the
Einstein Telescope (see Sections 6, 6.3.1 and 6.3.2). Also included is a representative sensitivity for the
AURIGA [88], Allegro [226] and Nautilus [239] bar detectors.
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DECIGO 42

Class. Quantum Grav. 28 (2011) 094011 S Kawamura et al

Mirror

FP cavity

Laser

Photo detector

Beam splitter Drag-free spacecraft

Photo detector

Figure 1. Pre-conceptual design of DECIGO.

dark energy, (4) describing the formation mechanism of supermassive black holes in the center
of galaxies, (5) testing alternative theories of gravity, (6) seeking black hole dark matter,
(7) understanding the physics of neutron stars and (8) searching for planets around double
neutron stars.

It should be emphasized that the frequency band of DECIGO, 0.1–10 Hz, is appropriate
to reach a very high sensitivity, since the confusion limiting noise caused by irresolvable
gravitational wave signals from many compact binaries in our galaxy is expected to be very
low above 0.1 Hz [22]. Note also that this frequency band is between that of LISA and ground-
based detectors. Thus DECIGO will be able to play a follow-up role for LISA by observing
inspiral sources that have moved above the LISA band, as well as a predictor for ground-based
detectors by observing inspiral sources that have not yet moved into the ground-based detector
band.

3. Pre-conceptual design

The pre-conceptual design of DECIGO is the following. DECIGO consists of four clusters of
spacecraft; each cluster employs three drag-free spacecraft containing freely-falling mirrors
as shown in figure 1. A change in the distance between the mirrors caused by gravitational
waves is measured by three pairs of differential Fabry–Perot (FP) Michelson interferometers.
The distance between the spacecraft is 1000 km, the diameter of each mirror is 1 m and the
wavelength of the laser is 0.5 µm. This ensures a finesse of 10 in the FP cavities, which is
determined by the diffraction loss of the laser power in the cavity. The mass of each mirror is
100 kg and the laser power is 10 W. DECIGO will be delivered into heliocentric orbits with
two clusters nearly at the same position and the other two at separate positions.

We chose the FP configuration rather than the light transponder configuration because
the FP configuration could provide a better shot-noise-limited sensitivity than the transponder
configuration, since gravitational wave signals can be enhanced by the FP cavity. Note that the
FP configuration requires a relatively short arm length to avoid the optical loss of the diverging
laser light; this makes the requirement of the acceleration noise considerably stringent.

The implementation of the FP cavity using the drag-free spacecraft is feasible. Each
spacecraft follows the motion of the mirror inside each spacecraft as a result of the function of
the drag-free system. Each mirror is, on the other hand, controlled in position in such a way

5

L = 1000 km
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Summary
• Laser Interferometry can be used to detect gravitational waves.

• Squeezing already improves sensitivity of ground-based interferometry.

• Space-based GW detection goes after low-frequency sources
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